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Getting cancer vaccines right: Ke challenges and solutions for neoantigen identi cation
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The promise of neoantigen-ased cancer vaccines
Neoantigen-ased cancer vaccines represent new, trul personalized therapeutic approaches to treating cancer. The development of personalized vaccines relies heavil on
accurate, comprehensive, and rapid characterization of the immunogenomics of a patient’s tumor, thus enaling identi cation of a target set of neoantigens for vaccine
snthesis. The ultimate qualit of the neoantigen identi cation is dependent on the entire process working roustl from sample, to sequencing, to neoantigen analsis.
Here we discuss ke challenges in this process and the technolog we have developed for addressing them as part of our AC ImmunoID™ platform:

Otaining road tumor immunogenomic sequencing data
Tpical 50 to 500 gene, DNA-ased diagnostic cancer panels are insu cient for identifing putative neoantigens given the can result from mutations in an gene. xomescale sequencing, at signi cant depth (≥200X) is needed to identif neoantigens in the context of heterogeneous tumor samples. Furthermore, neoantigen prediction relies on

sequencing DNA from oth tumor and matched normal samples in order to eliminate germline variants, thus ensuring detection of neoantigens that are tumor speci c. Finall,
DNA sequencing alone is not su cient. Transcriptome-scale RNA sequencing is a critical component of comprehensive tumor immunogenomic characterization as it enales
identi cation of neoantigens that are expressed as well as potential immune escape mechanisms through immune signatures, HLA status, and other iomarkers. To address
these needs, our AC ImmunoID platform comines deep augmented exome sequencing (tumor & normal) with transcriptome sequencing to enale neoantigen identi cation
and road tumor immunogenomic characterization.

Filling NG sequencing gaps to achieve clinical grade sequencing
Identi cation of neoantigens for personalized vaccine use requires comprehensive next-generation sequencing (NG) coverage of genes. Unfortunatel, conventional whole
exome sequencing (W) assas can have poorl covered genomic regions due to sstematic iases such as regions of high GC content. These coverage gaps can lead to
missed neoantigens. To address these issues and achieve clinical grade gene coverage, our augmented sequencing technolog called AC optimizes chemistr and capture
to ll in sequencing gaps to minimize the chance of missed neoantigens. We have shown this approach results in superior overall sensitivit to variants and high levels of gene
nishing (Patwardhan, A et al. Genome Medicine 2015 7:71; Ashle,  et al. Nature Reviews 2016 17:507).

Deriving high qualit DNA/RNA from low sample amounts and FFP
xtracting su cient quantities of high qualit DNA and RNA from challenging tumor sample tpes such as formalin- xed and para n-emedded (FFP) tissue is a welldocumented challenge. Fixation conditions can result in varing degrees of nucleic acid degradation, ultimatel impacting sequencing data qualit and neoantigen
identi cation. Our DNA/RNA dual extraction protocols have een developed to allow su cient quantities of nucleic acid from limited FFP samples, enaling reliale
exome/transcriptome sequencing from as little as 50 ng of material.

Predicting putative neoantigens from tumor immunogenomic data
Multiple ke challenges need to e addressed in going from sequencing data to predicted, ranked neoantigens:
HLA tping
Identifing a patient’s human leukocte antigen (HLA) haplotpe is an important input into predicting which neoepitopes are likel to e immunogenic for particular patient’s
tumor. However, the complexit and diversit of the HLA genes can make accurate tping challenging.
Determining the correct peptides
omatic mutations, including single nucleotide variants (NVs), indels, and fusions, each produce di erent protein products. While NVs result in single amino acid changes,
indels and fusions can create multiple frame-shift protein products through alternative splicing. As genes have man transcripts, a single somatic mutation can result in
numerous protein products. Collectivel, accurate peptide usage relies on inclusion of frame shift events, proper transcript selection, application of variant phasing, and
consideration of variant expression.
MHC inding prediction
ach distinct peptide sequence has the potential to e processed  the proteasome, transported for MHC loading, ound for presentation, and ultimatel recognized  the
immune sstem. Current machine learning approaches are focused on predicting neoepitope inding to MHC Class I and II are hampered  limited training data for most HLA
alleles. These algorithms are also often mopicall focused on epitope inding prediction with relativel little emphasis on the impact of the upstream antigen presenting
machiner. This can result low sensitivit and speci cit of the predictions for man HLA alleles.
Ranking neoantigens
In a tumor, 10s to 1,000s of non-snonmous mutations can result in 100s to 10,000s of potential neoepitopes. Reducing this candidate set to a smaller set of candidate
neoantigens requires taking into account factors such as predicted MHC inding a nit, variant allele frequenc, gene expression, self similarit, immunogenicit and other
factors.
To address the challenges aove, we developed an analtical pipeline for neoantigen prediction (Figure 1). This pipeline determines HLA tpe and predicts neoantigens using
DNA and RNA sequencing data derived from our AC ImmunoID platform. The pipeline identi es and annotates putative neoantigens ased on peptide processing, MHC
inding prediction, similarit to self and known antigens, and immunogenicit.

Figure 1. Neoantigen discover process
Other features of our neoantigen analtical pipeline include Class II MHC inding predictions, detecting indel and fusion-derived peptides, and determining the phasing of
neoantigens. We are also developing advanced machine learning tools and training data that can increase the sensitivit and speci cit of the neoantigen predictions.

To evaluate pipeline performance, we egan with a proof-of-principle experiment using estalished immunogenic peptides (taken from Cancer Immunit). rie , peptides
were reverse engineered to generate the derived variants and in silico spiked into cancer samples. After analsis, 22 out of 23 peptides were accuratel detected  our
pipeline, resulting in 96% sensitivit for detecting known immunogenic peptides. xpanded validation studies are ongoing to address speci cit and expand the validation set.

Identifing tumor escape mechanisms that ma modulate vaccine response
A critical part of rational, personalized vaccine development involves taking into account immune modulators of response. Tumors have man mechanisms for immune
evasion and for modulating immune response through perturation of the antigen presenting machiner, DNA repair and replication, tumor microenvironment, in ammation
pathwas, and checkpoint inhiitors/activators. Our AC ImmunoPro le analtics enales these factors to e assessed to help drive rational vaccine design.

Validating assa and analtics to enale therapeutic use
In order to use these technologies as part of a vaccine development process, the assas and analtics must e rigorousl validated. ensitivit, speci cit, and limits of
detection for variants need to e estalished, especiall when dealing with heterogeneous tumor samples. To achieve this, the AC ImmunoID platform has een CLIA
validated with est-in-class performance for NP, indel and fusion detection, which are especiall critical for neoantigen identi cation.

Achieving rapid turnaround time, faster vaccine development
ecause of the need to turn around a personalized vaccine for a patient within a 1-2 month window, it is critical for ever step of the process to e as e cient and timel as
possile. To achieve this, we have developed the laorator automation processes and work ow management sstems to enale deliver of sample to report within 14 das,
in a CLIA validated process.

ummar
The AC ImmunoID platform comines technological innovation from sample to analtics to address some of the ke challenges in achieving neoantigen identi cation. AC
ImmunoID enales a road understanding of tumor immunogenomics unique to each patient’s tumor -- including neoantigens, tumor microenvironment, and tumor escape
mechanisms – critical information for helping drive rational vaccine design and other personalized immuno-oncolog therapeutics.
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